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Floating nuclear power plants are affected by sea wind and waves, which will produce
various forms of movement, and cause changes in the thermal and hydraulic
characteristics of the reactor core and threaten the safety of reactor operation. In
response to the R&D and design requirements of floating nuclear power plants, the
research progress on the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of reactors under ocean
conditions in China are reviewed in this paper. The emphasis is put on flow heat
transfer, bubble behavior, flow instability, and critical heat flux under ocean conditions.
Research progresses as well as the issues that need to be focused on in the future
research are discussed in detail.
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INTRODUCTION

Promoting the development and utilization of marine resources has become one of the important
directions of development at this stage. The development of marine resources and the
construction of coastal islands and reefs require reliable energy supply as a guarantee.
Offshore floating nuclear power plants are marine operation equipment equipped with small
reactors. They have the advantages of sustainable energy supply, clean and environmental
protection, good mobility, and do not occupy land resources. They can be used in offshore power
supply, cogeneration and seawater desalination. The best way to energy supply problems has
broad market application prospects. Affected by sea environment such as sea surface wind and
waves and its own maneuvering factors, offshore floating nuclear power plants will produce
multi-degree-of-freedom hull motion during actual operation, triggering fluctuations in system
thermal parameters such as coolant flow, and changing the thermal and hydraulic characteristics
of the reactor. It poses a potential threat to the operational safety of the reactor. Since the 1960s,
the United States, Germany, Japan and other countries have successively carried out relevant
studies on the impact of ocean conditions on reactors. With the rapid development of China’s
marine nuclear power, many domestic scientific research institutions such as Harbin
Engineering University and China Nuclear Power Research and Design Institute have
conducted a large number of theoretical analysis, numerical simulation and experimental
research on the thermal and hydraulic characteristics of reactors under ocean conditions
(Gao et al., 1997b; Ma et al., 2011; Tan et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017; Yan,
2017). Based on the published literature, this paper reviews the domestic and foreign research
progress and important results of the thermal and hydraulic characteristics of reactors under
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ocean conditions, analyzes the deficiencies in the past research
and puts forward relevant recommendations for future
research.

ANALYSIS OF THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF
OCEAN CONDITIONS

Table 1 shows the current research and development progress of
floating nuclear power plants in various countries in the world. It can
be seen that Chinese floating nuclear power plants mostly adopt
ship-type platform designs. It is generally believed that there will be a
six-degree-of-freedom space movement as shown in Figure 1 when
a ship-type platform is operating in real sea conditions. These forms
of motion mainly affect the nuclear power system in two aspects: 1)
The tilting and swaying motion of the hull will cause changes in the
space position of the pipeline and equipment in the reactor system,
resulting in a change in the effective height difference between the
cold and heat sources, which in turn affects the system’s
performance, e.g., natural circulation capability. For reactors with
multiple loops, the tilt of the hull will cause uneven distribution of
natural circulation flow between loops and increase the heat transfer
burden on the cold end on one side. In the inclined two-phase
heating channel vaporization may occur. The local accumulation of

vapor on the wall causes deterioration of heat transfer and induces a
boiling crisis. 2) The undulating and swaying motion of the hull will
introduce a periodically changing additional inertial force field,
which is mainly caused by the additional acceleration such as
tangential acceleration, centripetal acceleration and Coriolis
acceleration caused by the motion conditions. The additional
acceleration parallel to the flow direction will produce additional
pressure drop for the fluid, causing periodic flow fluctuations or drift
in the system, causing flow resistance, flow transition, boiling heat
transfer, two-phase flow pattern, and flow instability as well as
changes in thermal-hydraulic characteristics such as critical heat flux
(CHF). In addition, for equipment with free liquid level such as
voltage stabilizers and evaporators, sloshing, swaying and other
forms of motion will also cause equipment level fluctuations,
which may cause a series of problems such as exposed heating
elements and distortion of liquid level measurement.

RESEARCH ON FLOW AND HEAT
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS UNDER
OCEAN CONDITIONS
Compared with other forms of hull motion, the influence of rocking
motion is themost complicated, so it has received extensive attention
in previous studies. Themost direct impact of rockingmotion on the
reactor system is that it causes fluctuations in the flow of coolant.
Gao Puzhen and other scholars established a mathematical model
considering that the coolant flow in the loop is affected by ocean
conditions, and analyzed the force of the coolant and the influence of
various additional inertial accelerations on the fluctuation of the
coolant flow. Tan et al. (2013) andWang et al. (2014) have explored
the causes of flow fluctuations under rocking conditions, and found
that the flow fluctuation cycle under rocking conditions is consistent
with the motion cycle, and the flow fluctuation behavior is mainly
affected by the three factors of loop driving force, resistance and
additional inertial force. The impact has nothing to do with the
circulation mode of the loop, and the amplitude of flow fluctuations
increases with the increase of the additional inertial force. Increasing

TABLE 1 | Progress in R&D of floating nuclear power plants

Country Representative model and technical features R&D stage

Russia Lomonosov: Barge-style design, equipped with 2 KLT-40S
reactors, providing 70 MW electric power and 300 MW heat
energy

Sea test

United States OFNP series: Cylindrical platform design, equipped with
Westinghouse small reactor, target electric power
300–1,100 MW, using passive safety technology

Concept design

France FLEXBLUE: sinking, column-shaped full-module floating design,
using French submarine reactor technology, single module
electric power 160 MW

Concept design

Korea GBS floating nuclear power plant: gravity-based structural design,
using Korean SMART reactor technology and passive safety
technology

Concept design

China HHP25: Non-self-propelled ship-type platform + double-stack
arrangement; ACPR50S: Self-propelled ship-type platform +
compact small-scale reactor; ACP100S: Integrated small-scale
reactor design, adopting active + passive safety system

Demonstration power station construction

FIGURE 1 | Six degrees-of-freedom ship motions under ocean
conditions.
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the loop driving force or decreasing loop resistance helps to suppress
the flow fluctuations caused by swing.Wang’s research confirms that
whether rocking motion can cause flow fluctuations depends on the
relative magnitude of the additional inertial force and the driving
force in the loop.When the driving force is greater than 10 times the
additional inertial force, the impact of the rocking motion can be
ignored.

Affected by flow fluctuations, the flow resistance characteristics in
the loop will change under sway conditions. Cao et al. (2007)
and Xing et al. (2013) studied experimentally the resistance
characteristics of single-phase forced circulation flow in vertical
circular pipe channels and rectangular channels under rocking
motion. The research found that the single-phase frictional
resistance coefficient under rocking conditions would be as
periodic as the rocking motion. Factors such as fluctuation,
Reynolds number, runner size, swing period and amplitude will
also affect the instantaneous friction resistance, but the time-
averaged resistance coefficient is not significantly affected by the
swing motion. Tan et al. found that the use of different calculation
methods for time-averaged frictional resistance coefficients will
result in large differences in the influencing law of the obtained
time-averaged resistance coefficients in the laminar flow zone under
ocean conditions. Among them, the time-averaged pressure drop
and velocity, the method of drag coefficient accords with the
experimental result better.

In, Yan et al. (2015) ’s isocyclic experiment found that rocking
motion has no significant effect on the single-phase and two-phase
frictional resistance in the unheated rod bundle channel and the
time-average value of the local resistance of the positioning grid. The
gas flow, liquid flow, rocking parameters and channel size are
important factors that affect the characteristics of two-phase
instantaneous flow resistance under rocking conditions, and a
dimensional analysis method is used to obtain the calculation
method of two-phase flow resistance under rocking conditions.
In Chen et al. (2015) found in the experiment of boiling two-
phase friction pressure drop characteristics in a narrow rectangular
channel that the average value of the two-phase friction pressure
drop in the heating channel and its fluctuation amplitude will
increase with the swing amplitude, swing period and heat flux
density. Compared with the two-phase pressure drop in the
heating channel, the additional pressure drop caused by the
rocking motion can be ignored.

Wang, (2013) conducted an experimental study on the heat
transfer characteristics of forced circulation single-phase flow in a
narrow rectangular channel under rocking conditions, and found
that the time-averaged heat transfer characteristics of the
pulsating flow under rocking motion are basically the same as
the heat transfer characteristics of the steady flow in the static
state. The heat transfer characteristics are greatly affected by the
rocking motion, and the relationship between time-averaged and
instantaneous heat transfer in single-phase forced circulation
under rocking conditions is proposed. Chen et al. (2015, 2016)
found that rocking motion will cause periodic fluctuations in the
instantaneous heat transfer coefficient under saturated boiling
conditions in a narrow rectangular channel, but the time average
heat transfer coefficient is not affected by the rocking motion.
Characteristics of two-phase flow pattern and its conversion law

under the action of rocking motion have been discovered.
However, the two-phase flow in related studies is mostly
simulated by air and water, and the relevant conclusions are
applied in boiling two-phase flow. The applicability of the
extrapolation needs further verification. In terms of bubble
behavior research, researchers have realized that flow fluctuations
caused by additional external forces can cause local behavior changes
such as the growth and separation of boiling bubbles, but the
understanding of the microscopic mechanism of bubble action by
ocean conditions is still not uniform. The introduction of refined
full-field visualization measurement methods to obtain microscopic
bubble behavior characteristics under ocean conditions, and then to
build a physical mechanismmodel of the effects of ocean conditions
is one of the directions for future research.

Murata et al. (1990, 2000) and Ishida and Yoritsune (2002) found
in the study of the natural circulation of marine nuclear reactors that
the rocking motion will increase the heat transfer efficiency of the
core under natural circulation conditions. Tan et al. (2007a, 2009a,
2009b) gave the bottom term of the single-phase natural circulation
flow heat transfer in a vertical tube under the rocking motion. In the
characteristic experiment, it is found that compared with the static
natural circulation, the average flow rate of the natural circulation of
the rocking condition is reduced, but the heat transfer capacity is
enhanced; the fluctuation amplitude of the fluid temperature is
greater than the fluctuation amplitude of the wall temperature, and it
is affected by the single-phase due to the influence of heat storage on
the zone wall, where a large difference between the fluid temperature
fluctuation curve and the wall temperature fluctuation curve exists.
Based on the experimental results, an empirical formula for
calculating the natural circulation heat transfer coefficient under
rocking conditions is proposed. Huang et al., (2010) believe that the
increased local disturbance of the flow near the wall of the heating
tube caused by the swing is the main reason for the enhancement of
the natural circulation heat transfer.

In addition to the rocking motion, the researchers also carried
out related research items on the flow and heat transfer
characteristics of the reactor under tilting and undulating
motion conditions. Studies have found that tilting will cause
the natural circulation capability of the reactor system to decrease
(Gao et al., 1997a; Gao et al., 1999; Kim et al., 2001; Jiang et al.,
2009; Yang et al., 2013; Gong et al., 2014). The greater the angle of
inclination, the more the thermal drive head between the core and
the steam generator decreases, and the more the natural
circulation capacity decreases. For an integrated reactor, the
tilt will cause the height difference between the left and right
loops of the cold and heat sources. Changes have occurred,
resulting in significant differences in the primary flow rate of
the heat exchangers on both sides, resulting in different heat
exchange powers of the heat exchangers on both sides, and large
differences in the steam output and quality of the secondary side,
which affect the control of the secondary loop of the reactor.
Similar to the influence of rocking motion, the alternating force
field composed of additional force and gravity introduced by
undulating motion will cause flow fluctuations in natural circulation.
The greater the undulating intensity and the longer the period,
the greater the amplitude of flow fluctuations, and the large-
period undulating motion. The flow fluctuations show nonlinear
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TABLE 2 | Experimental investigations on thermal hydraulics characteristics in-pipe under single dimensional swing in China

Cyclic way Experimental section Swing parameter Thermal hydraulic parameters Research content

Angle Period/s

Natural circulation (Tan et al., 2013) Vertical tube with inner diameter 30 mm 0–45° 7–14 Atmospheric pressure, inlet water temperature
8–35°C

Single-phase water heat transfer

Natural circulation (Cao et al., 2007) Vertical tube with inner diameter 14 mm 10–20° 5–15 Inlet subcooling degree 10–60°C, pressure
0.1–0.4 MPa

Single-phase water flow and heat transfer,
instability of two-phase flow

Natural circulation (Xing et al., 2013) Vertical annular channel with an annular gap
thickness of 7.5 mm

5–15° 5–10 Pressure 0.12 MPa; flow velocity 0.02–0.168 m/s,
inlet subcooling degree 26–42°C

Critical heat flux

Forced circulation (Yan, 2015) Vertical round pipe with inner diameter 15, 25,
34.5 mm

10–20° 5–15 Normal temperature and pressure, water flow
rate 0–10 m3/h; air flow rate 0.16–44 m3/h

Single-phase water, air-water two-phase bubbly
flow, annular flow friction pressure drop
characteristics, gas-liquid two-phase flow
pattern and cross-section gas content

Forced circulation (Chen et al., 2015) 34.5 mm inner diameter horizontal round pipe 10–20° 10–20 Normal temperature and pressure, flow velocity
0.15–2.4 m/s

Single-phase water friction pressure drop

Forced circulation (Wang, 2013) Horizontal round tube with inner diameter 24 mm 10° 15 Pressure 0.1 MPa, inlet water temperature
10–28°C, liquid phase conversion flow rate
0.03–3.3 m/s, gas phase conversion flow rate
0.06–30 m/s

Air-water two-phase flow pattern

Forced circulation (Chen et al., 2015; Chen
et al., 2016)

Horizontal round tube with inner diameter 25 mm 10° 15 Normal temperature and pressure, air flow rate is
0.1–40 m3/h, water flow rate is 0–4.0 m3/h

Air-water two-phase flow pattern

Forced circulation (Murata et al., 1990; Murata
et al., 2000)

Horizontal round tube with inner diameter
34.5 mm

20° 14.6 Normal temperature and pressure, air flow rate is
0.2–40 m3/h, water flow rate is 0–4.0 m3/h

Air-water two-phase flow pattern

Forced circulation (Ishida and Yoritsune, 2002) Vertical round tube with inner diameter 25 and
34.5 mm

20° 10 Normal temperature and pressure, water flow
0.2–1.5 m3/h, air flow 0.28–2.0 m3/h

Air-water two-phase flow pattern, cavity share

Forced circulation (Tan et al., 2007a; Tan et al.,
2009a; Tan et al., 2009b)

Vertical tube with inner diameter 8 mm 10–20° 5–10 Pressure 0.5–3.5 MPa, inlet subcooling degree
10–50°C, flow velocity 0.5–7.2 m/s

Critical heat flux

Forced circulation (Huang et al., 2010) Vertical annular channel with an annular gap
thickness of 7.5 mm

5–15° 5–10 Pressure 0.12 MPa, flow rate 0.97–2.06 m/s,
inlet subcooling degree 9–43°C

Critical heat flux
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changes, which may cause core exit boiling phenomenon and
have a greater impact on the core. The researchers clarified the
influence mechanism and boundary of flow fluctuations under
ocean conditions, and formed systematic conclusions on the heat
transfer characteristics of single-phase flow under the action of
rocking motion. However, the understanding of the two-phase
flow resistance and boiling heat transfer characteristics under
ocean conditions is insufficient, and the related researches are
mostly focused on forced circulation, and relatively few researches
have been carried out under natural circulation conditions. In the
future, it is necessary to conduct further research on the flow and
heat transfer characteristics of two-phase natural circulation under
ocean conditions. More attention can be paid to the rod bundle fuel
element channel form that widely used in floating reactors.

Among the various motions caused by ocean conditions,
rocking motion is a typical motion mode with higher frequency.
The additional acceleration generated usually puts the ship reactor
in a transient non-conservative force field operating environment,
which affects the coolant system. The influence is far more
complicated than the additional conservative force field formed
by the gravity field and the undulating motion. Therefore, the
research on the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of ship reactors
under rocking conditions has become the current research focus.
The research team represented by scientific research institutions
such as Harbin Engineering University has built a simple single-
degree-of-freedom swing experimental loop to simulate the swing
motion under ocean conditions, and carried out a large number
of single-phase and two-phase thermal hydraulics in conventional
circular channels under swing or ocean conditions (as shown in
Table 2).

Research on Local Bubble Behavior and
Flow Pattern Conversion Characteristics
The bubble in the boiling channel under ocean conditions is in a
periodically changing inertial force field, and the behavior of the
bubble is significantly different from that under static conditions.
In the process of studying the local bubble behavior in the boiling
channel, most researchers attribute the impact of ocean conditions
to changes in system flow.

In Hong et al. (2012) conducted a visual experimental study on
the detachment diameter of the supercooled boiling bubble under
fluctuating conditions. It was found that the detachment diameter
of the bubble was affected by the additional acceleration and flow
fluctuations caused by the fluctuating motion. Based on this, a
correlation was derived for the determination of the bubble
detachment diameter under bubble under the fluctuating
conditions. Qin and Gao (2008) found that the additional
acceleration generated by the swing has negligible influence on
the force of the bubble itself, while flow fluctuations will cause the
position of the bubble’s departurto change. Among other
experimental studies, Xie et al. (2014a, 2014b) found that local
flow field fluctuations caused by rocking motion would make the
growth of bubbles become unstable, and they established a
prediction model of bubble separation in narrow-slit channels
under rocking conditions. Li (2015) believed that the influence of
ocean conditions on the behavior of local vapor bubbles in the

supercooled flow boiling channel mainly has three aspects: the
direct influence of the additional acceleration field of the ocean
conditions, the change of thermal boundary conditions and the
influence of unsteady factors. The change of boundary conditions
was found to be the main reason that ocean conditions affect local
bubble behavior, and a prediction model for bubble behavior and
subcooled boiling heat transfer under ocean conditions was
proposed.

In the study of the transition characteristics of two-phase flow
patterns under ocean conditions, Yan et al. (2008) found through
experiments that swaying motion can transform bubbly flow into
slug flow in advance, and widen the area of mixed flow. In the slug
flow area, the cavitation fraction of two-phase flow under swaying
motion is less than its static value. Wang et al. (2011) found that
due to the increase in surface tension in the narrow rectangular
channel and the increase in the frictional resistance pressure
drop, the effect of sway on the two-phase flow pattern is not
obvious. Zhang (2009) conducted experimental research on the
flow pattern conversion characteristics in horizontal and vertical
circular pipe channels under rocking motion, and obtained the
classification and conversion law of the two-phase flow pattern in
the pipe under the action of additional periodic force field. By
modifying the Chisholm model parameters, the calculation
formula of friction pressure drop of annular flow under
suitable rocking conditions is obtained. Jia et al. (2006) found
that under the same liquid phase converted flow rate, an increase
in pipe diameter, a shortened swing period, or a reduced swing
amplitude will cause the formation of annular flow at a higher
vapor phase converted flow rate.

Research on Flow Instability and CHF in
Ocean Conditions
There are many types of two-phase flow instability and complex
influencing factors, coupled with periodic flow fluctuations
caused by ocean conditions, will cause complex nonlinear
phenomena in the reactor system. Ishida et al. (1997) found
that under fluctuating conditions, when the system self-sustained
pulsation and the pulsation caused by the change of the
gravitational field will resonate superimposed, the fluctuation
of the system parameters will increase. Tan and Pang (2005) and
Tan et al. (2007b, 2008, 2009c) experimentally studied the flow
instability of two-phase natural circulation in a circular pipe
channel under rocking conditions, and the results showed that
rocking motion will cause the start point of natural circulation
flow instability to advance. Under rocking conditions, flow
instability (trough-shaped pulsation) will first occur at the
trough point of flow fluctuations. The valley-shaped pulsation
and density wave pulsation caused by rocking motion will form
compound pulsation after superimposing, which will aggravate
the system instability. Guo et al. (2008) conducted a numerical
simulation study on the influence of ocean conditions on the
instability of the natural circulation flow in parallel channels, and
the results showed that there are two instabilities in the parallel
channel under sway conditions, which are located in the high gas
content area and the low gas content area, respectively. The
nonlinear characteristics of the natural circulation system under
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rocking conditions are obvious. With the increase of heating
power, period-doubling bifurcation will appear, and chaos may
appear as well.

Tang et al. (2014) found in the experiment of instability of
forced circulatory flow in parallel rectangular channels under
ocean conditions that tilt, undulation and rocking motion have
little effect on the thermal power and stability boundary, and the
two-phase flow is unstable. The occurrence of instability is mainly
determined by the thermal conditions of the system rather than
the influence of ocean conditions. Yu et al. (2016) carried out an
experimental study on the instability of forced circulation in a
narrow rectangular channel under rocking conditions, and
obtained the characteristics and evolution of the trough-shaped
pulsation and compound pulsation under rocking conditions, and
confirmed the observation of the compound pulsation in the
experiment. The generation is the result of the superposition of
trough-type pulsation and pressure drop-type pulsation.

Due to the strong nonlinear characteristics of flow instability
under ocean conditions, researchers tried to apply nonlinear
analysis methods and chaos theory to research in this field.
Guo et al. (2010) found that the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
method can effectively identify the occurrence of flow instability
under ocean conditions and evaluate the impact of ocean
conditions. Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2012; Zhang et al.,
2014) used the method of chaotic time series analysis to study
the chaotic characteristics and mechanism of the system flow
pulsation in the swing condition, and analyzed the
synchronization law of the regular compound pulsation that
found in the experiment. They obtained the non-linear
evolution mechanism of instability for natural circulation flow
under motion conditions.

In the study of the critical phenomenon of boiling and the
characteristics of critical heat flux (CHF) in a two-phase boiling
system under ocean conditions, experiments by Isshiki (1966)
proved that tilting and undulating movements can cause a
decrease in CHF value. The color item of Otsuji and
Kurosawa (1982), Otsuji and Kurosawa (1983), Otsuji and
Kurosawa (1984) showed that the advancement of CHF
caused by undulating motion has a linear relationship with the
amplitude of undulating motion. Under low inlet subcooling
conditions, the early occurrence of CHF can be completely
attributed to flow fluctuations. Under the subcooled boiling
conditions corresponding to high inlet subcooling, the outlet
gas content fluctuates significantly and is caused by undulating
motion. The CHF reduction is even more significant. Pang et al.
(1997) and Gao et al. (1997c) conducted experimental studies on
the characteristics of CHF in forced circulation and natural
circulation channels under rocking motion. The results
showed that rocking motion caused a decrease in CHF. Gao
et al. (1997c) believed that the flow fluctuation caused by rocking
motion was the main reason for CHF reduction. There are big
differences in the laws of influence of ocean conditions on the
flow instability boundary of natural circulation and forced
circulation obtained by different researchers. There is not
much research on CHF under ocean conditions, and the
current understanding of the mechanism of CHF under ocean
conditions is insufficient. In the future, it is necessary to continue

carrying out related research on flow instability and CHF
characteristics under ocean conditions, expand the range of
thermal hydraulics and ocean condition parameters studied,
and improve the understanding of the laws and mechanisms
of ocean conditions.

Hwang et al. (2012) chose R-134a as the experimental working
fluid and studied the influence of rocking motion on the critical
heat flux density in the upward-flowing heating tube under forced
circulation conditions, and proposed the mechanism of rocking
conditions on CHF.

1) In the DNB region (i.e. when the flow rate is higher than a
certain value under medium or high pressure), due to the
mixing of the bubble boundary layer and the enhancement of
the bubble separation rate, the combined action of the
tangential force and the high-quality flow velocity promotes
the increase of CHF under rocking conditions.

2) In the Dryout area (that is, when the medium pressure is
lower than a certain flow value), the rocking motion will
reduce the thickness of the liquid film of the annular flow,
which will lead to the occurrence of CHF under rocking
conditions.

Liu et al. (2012) developed a subcooled flow boiling CHF
prediction model based on the micro-liquid layer evaporation
model, and studied the applicability of the model under motion
conditions. The results revealed that the CHF under motion
conditions increases with axial acceleration and bubble
diameter. When the thermal and hydraulic conditions become
worse (such as low inlet subcooling, low mass flow or high gas
content), the impact of these two effects on CHF becomes more
prominent. Liu et al. (2018) carried out a numerical simulation
study on the flow instability and CHF characteristics of parallel
heating channels under ocean conditions, and found that the
uneven flow distribution of parallel channels caused by heeling
and the flow pulsation caused by sway would cause the early
occurrence of CHF.

Development of Numerical Analysis Tools
and Analysis of System Characteristics
The thermal-hydraulic system analysis program is an important
tool for reactor design and safety analysis. The existing reactor
system analysis programs are mostly developed for land-based
reactors, and cannot perform thermal-hydraulic calculations of
reactors under ocean conditions. By replacing the original steady
gravity field with the acceleration field under ocean conditions,
Ishida and Tomiai (1992) corrected the mass force source term of
the control equation in the RETRAN-02 program, and developed
a safety analysis suitable for thermal hydraulic systems under
ocean conditions. This method of introducing the influence of
ocean conditions by modifying the mass force source item is
followed by subsequent program developers (Wang and Tian,
2019a; Wang and Tian, 2019b; Wang and Tian, 2019c; Wang
et al., 2019).

The characteristics of “island operation” of marine nuclear
power plants lead to the lack of sufficient external energy support
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in accident conditions, and passive safety technologies are widely
adopted in the design of existing floating reactors (Wang et al.,
2020a;Wang et al., 2020b;Wang et al., 2020c;Wang et al., 2020d).
Since passive safety systems mostly use natural circulation and
flow diffusion, the impact of ocean conditions on passive safety
systems cannot be ignored. Based on the developed ocean
condition system analysis program, domestic and foreign
researchers have carried out calculation and analysis on the
operating characteristics of marine passive safety systems
under ocean conditions. Zhang et al. (2017) used the RELAP5-
3D program to evaluate the safety performance of the OFNP-300
floating nuclear power plant under sea conditions under power
outages and breach accidents. Inertial acceleration models of
a coolant under ocean conditions were established based on the
mathematical description of typical ship movement. A thermal
hydraulic system analysis code suitable for marine nuclear plants
was developed by adding an ocean condition calculation module
to a commercial system analysis program. Experimental
validation and comparison with different codes were
performed to evaluate the validity of ocean condition
modeling and program modification. Result shows that
the developed code can effectively simulate the flow
fluctuation experiment under rolling condition, and the
calculation results under different motion conditions are in
good agreement with those of RETRAN-02/GRAV and other
codes of the same type, thereby verifying the reliability of the code
calculation results under motion conditions. Yang et al. (2015)
studied the impact of marine conditions on the accident process
after the power failure of the entire floating reactor plant, and
evaluated the applicability of the existing primary and
secondary passive residual heat removal system design under
marine conditions. Mathematical models of ocean conditions
have been studied. By modifying the control equations, an ocean
condition available system analysis code named RELAP5/MC is
developed from RELAP5, which is an advanced and
independent node programming code. Calculation of the
natural circulation characteristics of a simple two loop
system under ocean conditions has been carried out with
RELAP5/MC. The analysis shows that all the results can be
reasonably explained and the code development is successful at
this stage.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE

In summary, domestic and foreign researchers have carried out a
lot of research work on the related issues of reactor thermal-
hydraulic characteristics under ocean conditions. The related
research is mainly based on mechanism experiments, and
relatively complete research methods and technologies have
been formed. Means have enriched the understanding of the
impact of ocean conditions. A summary of the current research
status and future research prospects are given as follows.

1) In terms of the study of flow and heat transfer characteristics,
the researchers clarified the influence mechanism and boundary of
flow fluctuations under ocean conditions, and formed systematic
conclusions on the heat transfer characteristics of single-phase

flow under the action of rocking motion. However, the
understanding of the two-phase flow resistance and boiling heat
transfer characteristics under ocean conditions is insufficient, and
the related researches are mostly focused on forced circulation, and
relatively few researches have been carried out under natural
circulation conditions. In the future, it is necessary to conduct
further research on the flow and heat transfer characteristics of
two-phase natural circulation under ocean conditions. Furthermore,
the research objects can be extended to rod bundle fuel element
channels, which are widely used in floating reactors.

2) In the study of two-phase flow pattern, the characteristics of
two-phase flow pattern and its conversion law under the action of
rocking motion have been discovered. However, the two-phase
flow in related studies is mostly simulated by air and water, and
the relevant conclusions are applied in boiling two-phase flow.
The applicability of this extrapolation needs further verification.
In terms of bubble behavior research, researchers have realized
that flow fluctuations caused by additional external forces can
cause local behavior changes such as the growth and separation of
boiling bubbles, but the understanding of the microscopic
mechanism of bubble action by ocean conditions is still not
uniform. The introduction of refined full-field visualization
measurement methods to obtain microscopic bubble behavior
characteristics under ocean conditions, and then to build a
physical mechanism model of the effects of ocean conditions
is one of the directions for future research.

3) The phenomenon of flow instability under ocean conditions
shows strong nonlinear characteristics, and there are big
differences in the laws of influence of ocean conditions on the
flow instability boundary of natural circulation and forced
circulation obtained by different researchers. There is not
much research on CHF under ocean conditions, and the
current understanding of the mechanism of CHF under ocean
conditions is insufficient. In the future, it is necessary to continue
to carry out related research on flow instability and CHF
characteristics under ocean conditions, expand the range of
thermal hydraulics and ocean condition parameters studied,
and improve the understanding of the laws and mechanisms
of ocean conditions.

4) The thermal-hydraulic experiments under ocean conditions
that have been carried out are mostly mechanistic studies. The
research objects and experimental parameters are quite different
from the real conditions of marine reactors, and the obtained
empirical relationship model cannot meet the needs of marine
reactor engineering design. Due to this limitation, the existing
thermal-hydraulic system analysis programs of ocean conditions
mostly use the thermal-hydraulic model under static conditions,
and most of them lack systematic experimental verification to
evaluate the errors caused by this. Therefore, the development of
general thermal-hydraulic models for marine conditions and the
verification and evaluation of special procedures for marine
reactors are one of the key issues that need attention in this
field in the future.

5) Compared with local thermal-hydraulic phenomena, there
are limited researches on the overall thermal-hydraulic behavior
of marine reactors and passive safety systems under ocean
conditions. For passive residual heat removal systems and
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other systems coupled with multiple natural loops, the
dynamic feedback response characteristics between the loops
are affected by ocean conditions and the mechanism is still
unclear. Therefore, in the future, key research can be carried
out on the applicability of key systems of floating nuclear power
plants, such as the passive waste heat removal system for ships,
under ocean conditions.

6) From the perspective of the engineering design of floating
nuclear power plants, for equipment with free liquid level such as
voltage stabilizers and suppression pools in existing designs, the
fluctuation of free liquid level caused by ocean conditions is
important for the measurement of key parameters such as liquid

level. The impact of equipment functions and related system
control needs to be evaluated by related research.
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